2019 Summer Institutes: Grades 3-6

Alabama: Celebrating our People, Places, and Stories

EarlyWorks Children’s History Museum, Huntsville

July 8-11, 2019

Britt Lovelace, Decatur City Schools
Lesa Torain, Frances Nungester Elementary School
Chris Paysinger, Athens City Schools

Discover Alabama through oral history and legends shared by Native Alabamians, archaeologists, soldiers, and Civil Rights marchers in Alabama: Celebrating our People, Places, and Stories. Participants will tour Constitution Village and learn more about Alabama’s constitutions from ADAH guest speakers and local historians. Hear personal narratives recorded by oral historians and learn how to conduct oral history interviews as part of a social studies curriculum. Participants will leave with a wealth of knowledge on how to record oral stories along with hands-on activities that can be implemented in the elementary classroom such as STEM activities, garbology study, and much more. Everyone has a story to tell—learn all about the people, places, and stories of Alabama.